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Abstract

Many researchers are turning to SmartNIC offloads to improve the performance of high-performance networked systems. In this editorial, I discuss why SmartNICs are an especially powerful form factor for improving I/O intensive applications, and how their position in the data plane enables them to take on central role in managing I/O. Rather than focusing on the benefits of individual offloads, this paper aims to explore the position of SmartNICs in the overall system integration of datacenter servers at the hardware and software level. I argue that SmartNICs should be viewed as ‘data movement controllers’ (NIC-DMCs) which are responsible for tasks involved in moving data between network, CPU, accelerators, and other endpoints: multiplexing/steering, interfacing between protocols, and enforcing I/O policies. I then enumerate open questions in how the hardware and software systems of the future will evolve to accommodate a dedicated NIC-DMC which is independent of the CPU complex.

1 Introduction

A large class of I/O-Driven applications are pushing the limits of what traditional server architectures can support in terms of throughput. These applications include network functions, key-value stores, caches, web servers, and microservices, and all of them combine a few key properties. First, they are driven by a high rate of incoming data: each piece of data arriving off of the network is implicitly a request for action by the server, and the arrival rate of this data is very high – up to 400Gbps on modern NICs. Second, they perform a relatively small amount of compute per byte of data. Unlike, say, scientific simulations (where a small amount of data can result in days of number crunching by one compute device), each network-triggered task is expected to complete in milliseconds or even microseconds (i.e. they have very low latency demands).

There is a growing sense that ‘smart’ NICs (or DPUs, or IPUs [49]), which inject some amount of programmable processing at the network interface card, are part of the solution to meet these challenging performance demands. To this end, we have seen a range of remarkable networked systems which use SmartNICs to ‘offload’ I/O intensive processing such as TCP and transport logic [6, 43], serialization [39], packet filtering [16, 51], network virtualization [12], and application multiplexing [16, 18, 24, 42]. Many of the papers published in this space show exciting throughput and latency gains going well past what was previously thought possible with the CPU-only approach.

It is tempting to read this literature and take away the lesson that this is yet another chapter in the lengthy story of how hardware acceleration can help improve application performance in a post-Moore era. Many SmartNICs offer unconventional compute offerings like PISA pipelines, FPGAs, or network processors (NPUs) and there is some evidence that for many workloads, these types of processors can outperform traditional processor cores in terms of throughput per Watt or latency. While the benefits of accelerators to improve efficiency are certainly part of the story of why SmartNICs are beneficial, to stop at this observation is a mistake.

In reality, there is something quite important about the NIC form-factor itself, not just the type of compute or acceleration that it offers. The power of the SmartNIC is that it moves some compute to the ‘front door’ of the server, where an independent platform can now take control of data movement of the server. Taken to its logical conclusion, processor cores shift from being ‘central’ processing units – responsible for steering and orchestrating data movement within the server – and instead are liberated to focus only on application-specific operations.¹

¹Thanks to Derek Chiou for articulating this distinction!

To understand what is happening, we can start by looking at two classes of processing which occur when data arrives from the network demanding to be processed. One class of activity is the true data processing: this is the application-specific activity, such as performing a key-value lookup in memory, executing a middlebox pipeline, or executing an RPC. Undergirding the true data processing, however, are data movement operations such as multiplexing incoming requests across hardware and processes, interfacing with protocols such as TCP and re-formatting data for the wire (serialization), or implementing policies and enforcing ACLs.

Historically, processor cores have been responsible for both data processing and managing data movement. Today, we are seeing a physical separation in the hardware to independently implement data processors and a data movement controller. SmartNICs take on the role of data movement controllers (DMCs), where processor cores as well as other hardware like accelerators take on the role of data processors. The goal of this document is to explore the new challenges in system integration across both software and hardware as SmartNICs (or DPUs) take over the role of data movement controller. Rather than considering individual tasks that we might ‘accelerate’, the goal is to envision the big picture in how dedicated data movement controllers will transform the architecture of future datacenters.

In §2 I will present three categories of tasks that fall under controlling data movement, and why I/O-intensive systems benefit from allowing a programmable NIC to take them over. These categories are multiplexing and steering data (§2.1), interfacing with the ‘outside world’ (§2.2), and enforcing I/O policies (2.3).
In the remainder of the paper, I will discuss systems level challenges towards realizing an integrated NIC-DMC. First and foremost, there remain important software systems questions about control. Although moving DMC functionality into the NIC clearly delineates responsibility at a hardware level for who manages data movement operations, at a software level, the question of control is entirely muddled. Which software layer should manage the functionality on the NIC-DMC: should it be applications, the operating system, or a hypervisor? I discuss models of software control in §3.

In §4, I discuss other systems-level challenges for designing a NIC-DMC which cross-cut both hardware design and software systems engineering. Answering these questions will provide insights not only into the design of systems (given the availability of richly programmable NIC hardware) but also into the design of servers integrated with programmable NICs (given the needs of the systems that those in this community design and implement).

Before moving forward, it is worth noting that the observations outlined within seem to have been arrived at by many in the research community simultaneously, with both academia and industry pushing on many insights as to how to develop a NIC-DMC architecture. Indeed, in §3 we will see how the NIC-DMC vision is in some ways shared between application developers and multi-tenant datacenter operators, but in other ways is subtly different. The goal of this document is simply to articulate the changes that are happening, identify why they are needed, and forecast a bit how future servers will like and the the challenges we will encounter as we build them.2

2 Key DMC Operations

To understand the role of the SmartNIC in serving as a data movement controller (DMC), we can first explore the three tasks implemented by a DMC and the bottlenecks they introduce when implemented on same CPU(s) responsible for data processing. These tasks are:

- Multiplexing at both the software and hardware level (§2.1)
- Interfacing with the outside world (§2.2)
- Intermediation and policy enforcement (§2.3)

2.1 Multiplexing

A single network cable is a shared resource for every process and thread running on the server. Steering traffic to the correct data processor is hence the first and foremost responsibility for the DMC. This both means steering traffic to the right processor (at the hardware layer) as well as marking data available to the right process or thread (at the software layer). Traditional hardware and software systems require the CPU to intermediate incoming data to steer it to its final destination. Unfortunately, this extra ‘hop’ between NIC and the true receiving data processor introduces unnecessary extra latency and eats up compute cycles. Multiplexing, in this context, allows the NIC to send data to its final consumer in the first place.

Multiplexing at the Software Layer: Multiplexing between applications is traditionally performed by the kernel, with packets for different sockets arriving interleaved from the network and the kernel responsible for doling packets out to their respective

2This manuscript is an extension of my keynote at EuroPL 2022 [44]. With apologies to Scott Shenker for stealing his catchphrase, ‘There is nothing new here.’
Fig. 2, data arriving from the NIC is copied into host memory attached to its PCIe ‘root’ CPU – but the core destined to consume the data is on another NUMA node. Hence, the data requires an additional ‘hop’ over QPI/UPI to reach the receiving processor; although no processor cycles are wasted by this procedure it nonetheless increases latency and leads to throughput loss. This overhead is observable in any multicore application attempting to naïvely scale out across multiple NUMA nodes. 4

We can see today’s SmartNICs take on these hardware multiplexing challenges in several exciting designs in the literature today. NVIDIA’s GPUDirect [33] allows a NIC to read/write directly to GPU memory, e.g. facilitating the classification example described above. In the research literature, IO-TCP [21] enables direct disk access by the NIC, accelerating services such as file transfer applications or video streaming which transfer files to clients over the Internet. And, addressing the NUMA challenge illustrated in Figure 2, Octopus [45] connects a single NIC-DMC to multiple PCIe interfaces, allowing a single NIC to communicate point-to-point with multiple NUMA roots.

Lessons for a NIC-DMC: By taking on multiplexing at both the software and hardware layer, a NIC-DMC can send traffic from the network directly to its receiving data processor, without any intermediary steering or switching performed by the CPU. Multiplexing on the NIC-DMC can hence reduce latency (by avoiding extra hops) and leave more CPU cycles for application layer processing.

2.2 Interfacing

Another core task in any data movement procedure is interfacing between the sending and receiving platforms. Data is constantly packaged and re-packaged, marshalled and de-marshalled, from data structures into wire formats, into TCP packets and Ethernet frames, etc. Traditionally, the CPU is required to spend cycle time performing this re-packaging as it intermediates transfers of data between applications, accelerators, disk, the network, etc. When the NIC takes on a role as a data movement controller, it must take on these tasks for correctness of multiplexing, but also may benefit from doing so for performance reasons.

Interfacing for Accelerators: When a DMC-NIC takes on the responsibility of steering traffic directly to/from accelerators, it also must take on the role of re-formatting data between wire formats for the network and the format expected by accelerators. Accelerators have their own host of data formats: they may consume or produce 32-bit or 64 bit words; they may consume streams of data, or fixed sized vectors; etc.

It is an unreasonable design choice to expect every accelerator to support the complex protocols that are used over external networks. Implementing, e.g., TCP support, adds significant complexity to any hardware design and it would be inefficient to add such support to each and every device attached to a server when we might instead do so centrally at one location – namely, the DMC.

To the extent that sort of translation is supported today in practice, it is used with RDMA or RDMA-like protocols in which both

---

4For this reason, many high-performance applications will exclusively use cores on the primary/root NUMA node – effectively leaving 1/2 of the potential capacity on the table.
for a CPU in a datacenter is 24 cores, the operator can sell at most 23-core VMs to their tenants, if they require a dedicated core to implement, e.g., interfacing for virtual networking. By moving this compute to a separate platform entirely, the maximum marketable VM size is now 24 cores [12].

**Lessons for a NIC-DMC:** To correctly support multiplexing in a NIC-DMC, the NIC must be capable of taking on interfacing tasks such as Ethernet, IP, TCP, and even serialization support. In addition, there may often be performance and efficiency gains to pushing functionality into a NIC-DMC as unconventional hardware such as NPU, PISA pipelines, and FPGAs can often implement such tasks at higher throughputs and lower latencies with less energy cost.

### 2.3 Policy Intermediation

A third category of functionality that the DMC is tasked with is **policy intermediation** such as firewalling, implementing QoS or rate limiting, or virtualizing network addressing. These tasks are implemented by a privileged system component which enforces that this functionality is applied over every application and service. Historically, these features were co-resident with the multiplexing and interfacing functionality embedded in the kernel or hypervisor.

Today, many major datacenters have offloaded many of their hypervisor policies to ‘smart’ hardware, e.g., Microsoft’s Accelnet [12], AWS Nitro [4], VMware’s Project Monterey [10], and Alibaba’s Fidas [9]. Hence, this policy intermediation category is (arguably) the most successful of the three classes of DMC functionality moving onto SmartNIC hardware.

**Physical Rather than Virtual Isolation:** Unlike many DMC interfacing tasks like TCP support which can be implemented in user-space, these operations are fundamentally privileged – one cannot, e.g. expect an unruly application developer to enforce rate limiting upon themselves. Guaranteeing that an administrator-set rate limiting policy is enforced correctly requires an administrator-privileged execution environment. Hence, implementing these features on a traditional processor requires context switching, which eats cycles and hurts latency. On the other hand, implementing these features on a physically separate device uses physical isolation to enforce the policy, without this overhead.

**Intermediation for Accelerators:** Most accelerators lack any sort of protected or privileged mode and hence an external DMC – CPU or NIC – must do this work for them. If we have moved multiplexing to the NIC, then we must move these operations as well.

**Performance Gains:** As with interfacing tasks above, the same arguments about the benefits of unconventional hardware apply to offloading these tasks from CPU to NIC for performance reasons.

**Lessons for a NIC-DMC:** NIC-DMCs can provide physical, rather than virtual, isolation to enforce policies over network I/O, avoiding the cost of context switching on the data processor. NIC hardware may also be able to improve performance efficiency of these operations by performing policy functionality like firewalling, rate limiting, etc. in unconventional hardware.

### 3 Managing a NIC-DMC

In the previous section, we outlined three categories of data movement functionality that are moving out of ‘Central Processing Units’ and into dedicated ‘Data Movement Controllers’ embedded in SmartNICs: (1) multiplexing/steering, (2) interfacing, and (3) policy enforcement. Many academic prototypes focus on a particular task in just one of these categories – e.g., implementing firewalling [17], or application-specific steering [24]. However, the overall trajectory is towards an integrated DMC which performs all three classes of functionality, fully freeing processor cores from orchestrating data movement altogether.

However, how this integration will occur remains hazy. A key question for both software systems developers and hardware developers is who will manage the DMC (we will discuss other integration challenges in §4). The problem is that multiplexing, interfacing, and policy enforcement in the traditional model happen at three levels of privilege: that of the application, the operating system, or the hypervisor. Today, different subcommunities in academia and industry are making very different assumptions about ‘who’ controls the DMC.

There are good reasons that application developers, OS developers, and hypervisor developers all want a stake in what happens on the DMC. Applications perform multiplexing when they fan out, e.g. incoming HTTP requests across threads, and they perform interfacing when they implement L7-ish protocols like QUIC or TLS. OS kernels perform multiplexing when they steer TCP and UDP data to the appropriate application layer socket; they perform interfacing when they implement protocols like TCP, UDP, and Ethernet; they perform policy enforcement with tools like `netf11ter` in Linux. And finally, hypervisors perform multiplexing when they steer incoming packets to the correct virtual machine, interfacing when they implement virtual networking, and they perform policy enforcement when they enforce rate limits or firewalling.

So who will be programming the NIC-DMC in the future?

There are a few competing visions today, each of which picks *either* the application, the OS, or the hypervisor as the logical owner of the NIC-DMC.

**The Hypervisor as Owner:** The most sophisticated artifacts towards an integrated NIC-DMC are being pushed by cloud operators through systems like Microsoft’s Project Boost [7], VMware’s Project Monterey [10], and Amazon’s AWS Nitro [4]. These systems perform VM multiplexing on a NIC-DMC, interfacing for virtual networking, and policy enforcement such as firewalling and rate limiting. Increasingly they are also implementing interfacing for other forms of I/O, such as network attached storage [10]. Indeed, Microsoft, VMware, and Amazon have all either declared success or an intent to move *all* hypervisor functionality off of processor cores and onto a NIC-DMC, enabling them to sell ‘virtual’ machines which are extremely close to the bare metal as the processor cores no longer need to be shared by the hypervisor and guest operating system.

**The Application as Owner:** At another extreme, many NIC-DMC deployments are entirely application-driven. These deployments tend to be used in environments where (a) servers are dedicated to a particular application, (b) this application demands high throughput
A hybrid approach? A natural idea is to provide some sort of hybrid, multi-programmable approach: in which the NIC-DMC contains ‘hooks’ for programming by applications, operating systems, and hypervisors. Very nascent but exciting work exists to explore this space [8, 19]. The complexity of enabling multiple programmers on the NIC-DMC varies depending on the programmable hardware on the NIC. For example, NICs hosting traditional processor cores might require protection rings to isolate instructions from each programmer at different layers of privilege [41]. However, NICs using spatial compute platforms like FPGAs (or CGRAs) might support tiling in which the physical space of the device is allocated to different programmers [19].

Ultimately, the danger with a hybrid approach is that, in implementing the isolation and multiplexing mechanisms to support programming by applications, OSes, and hypervisors, we might re-introduce many of the undesirable performance overheads we seek to avoid in modern high-I/O systems. We may also dramatically increase resource requirements (e.g., requiring more memory to host per-application policies for dozens of co-resident applications). Perhaps the cost is too high, and an approach with a single, privileged programmer sitting at the hypervisor will win out.

Why These Abstractions Matter: Ultimately, the question of who will be programming the NIC-DMC is a question for software systems thinkers, not hardware research. The needs we have at the software layer should shape the future of the hardware designs that NIC vendors offer. For example, if we want multiprogramming support for the NIC-DMC, the hardware offerings may have to change in order to enable isolation or process switching. NICs designed with hypervisor use cases in mind may not support deep packet inspection (since hypervisors rarely interact with packet contents), where NICs designed with application developers needs in mind might come with ‘hardened’ support for TCP reassembly and a flexible DPI engine.

Today, hyperscalers like Microsoft, Google, and Amazon are the largest consumers of SmartNICs/DPUs, and their hypervisor-centric use cases drive the discussion about the future hardware architecture of these devices. If the rest of the software system community fails to articulate what functionality we want or need, we may arrive at a future where available NIC-DMC hardware is not able to support the use cases that our explosively creative research and development community envisions today.

4 Future Challenges

The research community has identified a plethora of exciting use cases for SmartNICs that fall under the categories of multiplexing, interfacing, and policy management. Significant research remains in how to implement those things well using the unconventional hardware offered by these devices. However, the purpose of this article has been to ‘up-level’ the conversation among SmartNIC vendors to focus on the shift in control as SmartNICs move to take on the role of ‘data movement controller’ and relieve processor cores of multiplexing, interfacing, and policy management altogether.

In the previous section, we spoke of one question that I think is critical towards envisioning the future of the NIC-DMC: the question of which privileged entities will be allowed to program and manage the DMC. However, there are many other important challenges that arise as we start to think of the NIC-DMC as an integrated controller rather than a simple offload platform. Hence, before concluding I sketch some additional questions about the future integration of DMCs into the hardware and software of I/O intensive servers.

What is the right ensemble of compute on the NIC-DMC? Today’s SmartNICs offer a range of programmable hardware offerings (e.g. FPGAs [37], PISA pipelines [5], network processor [30, 32], or x86 cores [11]). They also offer task-specific accelerators, e.g. for cryptography support or compression [31]. While at first glance, this seems like a hardware question, it is also a software question as what is needed depends on what the software demands of the platform.
Networked systems researchers should not shy away from making statements about what is needed based on their experiences building DPU-driven applications. PANIC [25], for example, provides a nice example of networking researchers providing the insight that multiple compute platforms will be needed on future SmartNICs and that switching should hence be a core component of future NIC offerings.

How should the server interconnect change to support a NIC-DMC? PCIe implementations are fundamentally orchestrated towards the idea that processor cores are a ‘central processing unit’ coordinating data movement. Most network topologies have a ‘root’ with one processor designated as the root. The PCIe protocol historically only had support for dedicated ‘peripherals’ to communicate with the ‘root’, and although modern versions of the protocol support ‘peer to peer’ communication (e.g. between NIC and disk) many devices simply do not support this feature [2]. Finally, PCIe today is prone to congestion and known to have high latencies. While there are alternative technologies such as CXL [3] (which is based in PCIe anyway) and NVLink, they too inherit some of these problems. There is an open field for the design of a new server interconnect, one which recognizes the shift of DMC operations away from processor cores and on to a dedicated device. Once again, this may at first glance seem like a hardware/architecture question, but surely networking researchers have insights to offer in the design of what is, afterall, another network.

What does the shift towards a DMC mean for security? Every time systems researchers propose an exciting new thing, security researchers come in, spoil our party, and tell us we have created a massive vulnerability somehow.

Where are the ‘open’ platforms and code to support integration? Systems researchers benefit tremendously from building and extending each other’s platforms, with a legacy from BSD [38] to AFS [29] to Spark [50]. In networking, the Click software router [22] catalyzed a huge advance in developing novel applications and research prototypes. A few proposals exist in the literature – especially in the FPGA space where there are open-source systems like Rosebud [20], ClickNP [23], Corundum [13], and Fluid [27] – but we have yet to see massive traction and a community pushing new features into a shared system.

5 Conclusion
The power of compute at the network interface card to improve performance and efficiency is now a well-established success story. This work was supported by the Intel/VMware Crossroads 3D FPGA Research Center, a VMware Systems Research Award, and a Google Research Gift.
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